What

USERS SAY
about ROYER
COMPOST MIXERS

... saving us the labor of four men, or about $800 a year.

... and has cut our cost of preparing compost more than 75%.

... our Royer’s sixth year and still operating like new.

... with our Royer, we now use all this raw material and this has meant considerable saving.

... even when we feed it old sod or damp lumpy dirt, the Royer turns out excellent compost.

ROYERS make compost so much quicker and better that users invariably effect savings from 70% to 90% in compost preparation.

Sold thru leading Golf Equipment Dealers

GOLFDOM

JOHN VAN KLEEEK, prominent golf architect and authority, of the New York City Park dept., has compiled figures on the play of season-permit players that will be of considerable interest to other many course officials and to the golf business in general.

He found that 51% of the permit players played less than 20 rounds a year and that 17% played 44% of total rounds played during the year; the 17% averaging 59 rounds apiece.

Sawtelle Addition.—Robert Monroe Sawtelle arrived in the Charles Sawtelle family, March 3. Master Robert Monroe weighed in at 8½ pounds. His daddy is well-known in the eastern sector of the maintenance equipment field as one of the Arthur D. Peterson, Inc., staff.